Proton stoichiometry in the reduction of the FAD and disulfide of Escherichia coli thioredoxin reductase. Evidence for a base at the active site.
The oxidation-reduction midpoint potentials, Em, of the FAD and active site disulfide couples of Escherichia coli thioredoxin reductase have been determined from pH 5.5 to 8.5. The FAD and disulfide couples have similar Em values and thus a linked equilibrium of four microscopic enzyme oxidation-reduction states exists. The binding of phenylmercuric acetate to one enzyme form could be monitored which allowed solving the four microscopic Em values. The Em values at pH 7.0 and 12 degrees C of the four couples of thioredoxin reductase are: (S)2-enzyme-FAD/FADH2 = -0.243 V, (SH)2-enzyme-FAD/FADH2 = -0.260 V, (FAD)-enzyme-(S)2/(SH)2 = -0.254 V, and (FADH2)-enzyme-(S)2/(SH)2 = -0.271 V. Thus, at pH 7.0, the FAD and disulfide moieties have a 0.017-V negative interaction and Em values which are different by 0.011 V. The delta Em/delta pH of the FAD couples E2m and E3m are about 0.060 V/pH throughout the pH range studied, showing an approximately 2-proton stoichiometry of reduction of the enzyme FAD. The delta Em/delta pH of the disulfide couples E1m and E4m are about 0.052 V/pH from pH 5.5 to 8.5, showing an apparently nonintegral proton stoichiometry of reduction of 1.8 in this pH range. This proton stoichiometry suggests the presence of a base with an ionization behavior that is linked to the oxidation-reduction state of the disulfide. A novel method is presented for determining the pK values on oxidized and reduced enzyme which agrees with the less accurate classical method. The proton stoichiometry results are consistent with the presence of a thiol-base ion pair in which the pK of the base is elevated from 7.6 in disulfide containing enzyme to greater than 8.5 upon forming an ion pair with a thiol anion of pK 7.0 generated upon reduction of the disulfide. The fluorescence of the FAD in thioredoxin reductase decreases as the pH is lowered with a pK of 7.0, direct evidence for a base near the FAD probably distinct from the base interacting with the dithiol.